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The Wanderers are Connected Explorers

Our ideal visitors are Connected Explorers. They are urban dwellers, partnered with 

no children, between 18 and 54 years of age, living in Toronto or Ottawa. They are 

busy people who are confident, youthful and optimistic.  They are highly connected 

to others through digital and social media tools, and believe they wield influence with 

others within their circle. Connected Explorers have a psychological need to take a 

break from the everyday by seeking out new experiences. 

• Urban dwellers (Toronto, Ottawa) 

• Primarily childless couples 

• Ages 18-34 (44%), 35-54 (41%) 

• Highly connected through digital  

and social tools 

• Believe in their ability to influence others 

• Confident, youthful, optimistic 

• Inner need to take a break from  

the everyday 

• Seek out new experiences

The Wandering Personas

Expanding our understanding of Connected 

Explorers, we developed the Wanderers. The 

following Wandering Personas target the types of 

Connected Explorers that Ontario’s Highlands will 

attract and connect them with experiences that 

will resonate with them. Each Wandering Persona 

includes a sample profile. These Profiles have been 

developed to better understand the preferences of 

our market and will enable us to be more targeted 

with our messaging and tactics according to those 

preferences.  The Profiles are a depiction of what 

each Wanderer could look like and the activities they 

may be interested in.  They put a fictional face to the 

name and are included as an example.
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Persona Type: Wandering spirit
 (seeking authentic discovery)

Visitor Expectation: They prefer to wander, in and out of 

small towns and throughout the countryside and have events 

unfold in front of them in real time . They enjoy authentic, 

unscripted, organic experiences including warm, friendly, 

humble hospitality and the chance to meet and engage with 

locals .

OHTO Promise: To acknowledge visitors’ expectations for 

real connections by highlighting the stories of people, 

communities, and the rural spirit, and point them in the 

direction of all the places in the region where they can find 

them .

Profile Statement: I wander to discover authentic moments, 

  Rustic roamer 

to embrace the spirit of locals, and to understand the stories of the communities I 

visit . I’m not searching for perfection, as I don’t believe perfection really exists . I 

want to wander off the beaten path to explore small towns and countryside, to 

experience the wonder of unexpected moments, and to find my sense of place 

through the connections I make . 

Experiences:

• Themed driving routes

• Micro-Breweries 

• Funky shops

• Charming B&Bs

• Hidden gems & local hotspots

• Discovering charming small towns and local characters

• Local eateries and cafes
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Margo (36) and Steve (36), live in Nepean and both work 

at Dillion and Associates, Engineering Firm .  They just 

bought a modest home in an older, established 

neighbourood .  They have 2 cars .   

One practical car (Ford Focus) for driving back and 

fourth to the office and one for their weekend pursuits .  

Steve loves cars so he convinced Margo to lease a BMW 

320i .  They work hard as they design roundabouts for 

municipalities .  They get to travel quite a bit and have 

spent a lot of time in Europe refining their craft .  They love 

to escape their suburban lives and drive .  As Engineers, 

they have a fairly predicable thought process and 

generally plan out their itineraries in detail ahead of time .  

Last weekend they went to Kingston and small town 

hopped along the way .  Margo wishes Steve would stop 

more often, so she often drives and pulls over when she 

sees something interesting .

Margo and Steve‘s Travel Log:

• Pembroke Heritage Murals

• The Deakins on Mountainview B&B

• Hidden Goldmine Bakery

• Charlie D’s

• Equator Coffee 

•  Whitewater Brewing Co . 

• Stouffer Mill B&B

• Unconventional Moose

• Tin Barn Market

Margo and
      Steve. 

Meet
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  Serenity seeker

Visitor Expectation: They prefer to wander more 

casually, often in and out of experiences, without 

planning or prior investigation . They are not in a hurry, 

and seek a quieter experience in contrast to their busy 

day to day life .

OHTO Promise: Support this visitor’s desire to leave their 

stressful obligations of life by promoting the ability of 

Ontario’s Highlands to cater to their desire for a peaceful 

and passive experience, from meditation retreats and 

spas to moments of self - reflection amongst the beauty 

and expanse of our untouched wilderness .

Profile Statement: I wander at my own pace, searching 

for a way to unwind and reconnect with myself and with the people who matter 

most . I don’t want to feel hurried or on a schedule; I have enough of that in my 

everyday life . I long for the peace of nature, to gaze at serene lakes, to hear nothing 

but the whistling of the wind, and to escape to places that allow me to disconnect . I 

allow myself to indulge and to feel my stresses slip away as I’m pampered at 

retreats or as I embrace the beauty of the natural environment . 

Experiences:

• Boutique hotels

• Restaurants featuring wholesome, locally-grown foods

•  Docks with comfy chairs

•  Yoga retreats

• Reconnecting with nature

• Health, wellness, and spirituality

Persona Type: Wandering body 
 (passively seeking to disconnect to reconnect)



Aaja (32) lives in a rented condo downtown and has a great 

job as a copywriter for the GX1 Agency on King Street . Aaja is 

fiercely independent and driven . She takes pride in living life 

on her terms . But her friends are her constant and they unwind 

together to recharge . They all work very hard, but also cherish 

their weekends as opportunities to completely disconnect 

from their busy lives and focus on themselves . As a way to 

decompress and regain clarity in their minds, they meet every 

Wednesday morning for Yoga in the Park . While they like 

comfort, what they are looking for most when they travel are 

those tranquil moments where they can feel the stresses of 

their everyday life slip away and can completely unwind . They 

love their weekend trips and look to the ‘north’ as they know it 

provides them with the opportunity to escape, whether it be 

sitting on a quiet dock with a glass of wine, hearing nothing 

but the sounds of nature while they go for a hike, or 

completely indulging at a wellness retreat .

Aaja’s Travel Log:

• Grail Springs

• Holness Yoga & Guest Suites

• Heather Lodge

• Elements Luxury Tented Camp & Nature Spa

• Black River Retreat

• Tay River Reflections

• Frost Centre Ski & Snowshoe Trails

• Hike Haliburton Festival

Aaja. 
Meet

10
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Persona Type: Wandering body
 (actively seeking to disconnect to reconnect)

Visitor Expectation: They are self-motivated to find 

opportunities to explore enthusiastically, in a physical 

sense . They prefer to get up and get going, not sleep in . 

They love being the first to make fresh tracks, no matter 

what season .

OHTO Promise: To help them find the places in the region 

that reward people who have the energy to burn . The 

settings they venture into may be peaceful and beautiful, 

but they will be encouraged to drink it all in with excitement 

and energy .

Profile Statement: I wander with speed . I search for 

opportunities to make fresh tracks, try new things, and get my adrenaline pumping 

away from the confines of gridlock . I’m not one to sleep in or laze around; there’s 

only so much time in a day and I don’t want to waste a second . I strive to reach new 

heights and to grab hold of new opportunities . 

Experiences:

• Adventure sports

• Apres activity brew pubs

• Accommodation with access to activities 

• Challenge races/events

• Concerts

  Freedom finder 
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Spencer and Sarah (both 27) met in their 3rd year at 

Western and just celebrated their 3rd year 

anniversary .  Spencer is looking for work as a 

physiotherapist, and Sarah just took a position with 

the Milton School Board as a grade 3 teacher .  They 

just moved to Milton and are renting a duplex in a 

new subdivision .   They are morphing into suburban 

life and swim at the Y, play beer league slow pitch 

and rec hockey .  They both grew up in small town 

rural Ontario and still like to escape urban life 

whenever they can .  They still connect with their 

friends from home, and partake in active adventures 

as a group .  None of them have kids so they play hard .  

Last year after graduation they all went hiking in the 

Grand Canyon .  They have gone kayaking on the 

Grand River, dirt biking in the Ganaraska Forest and 

ski at Blue Mountain as many weekends as they can .

Spencer and Sarah’s Travel Log:

• Whitewater rafting on the Ottawa River

• Ice Climbing at Medeba

• Snowmobiling –Bon Echo Loop and RAP

• MACKfest

• Sir Sam’s Ski & Ride

• Haliburton Forest Centre

• Calabogie Blues & Ribfest

Spencer 
  and Sarah. 

Meet
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Persona Type: Wandering back in time
 (creating lasting memories)

Visitor Expectation: They look for experiences that can 

evolve into annual or time-honoured traditions they can 

expect to enjoy again and again . Meeting interesting 

characters and discovering original stories are a key to the 

memories they seek to create .

OHTO Promise: Cater to the desire of this visitor’s wish to 

create traditions that can last for generations, by promoting 

“quality time” places and experiences in the region that are 

ideal for moments of connection and tradition building with 

loved ones and friends .

Profile Statement: I wander to create lasting memories and 

to celebrate traditions with loved ones and friends –both old and new . I want to 

reflect on my travels and remember the interesting characters I met, the stories I 

discovered, and how these not only transformed me, but created new traditions I 

enjoy again and again . I seek unique moments and cherish quality experiences . 

With each place I visit, I take my memories home and leave a piece of my heart in 

exchange . 

Experiences:

• Frequenting the same places each season

• Purchasing keep sakes from local stores 

• Having friends and family stay with them on vacation

• Private cottage rentals

• Picture perfect opportunities/lookouts

• Annual festivals

• Lookout points

  Memory maker 
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Ling (39) works as mortgage analyst at the RBC regional 

office in Don Mills and Michael (42) is a programmer at 

Celestica also in Don Mills .  They live close to the DVP just 

off Eglinton in a small narrow 3 story .  They used to rent out 

the basement to co-op students at Michael’s work but now 

they use it as a home office for Ling when needed .  Both 

Ling and Michael come from large families and they spend 

a lot of their time at Sunday dinners and birthday parties .  

Since their childhood, they have been heading  

to a family cottage in Bala for a few weeks each summer .   

They love flipping through the old photo albums  

at the cottage remembering what it was like when they 

were young .  They enjoy the contrast of their 2 lives .   

They love the city and their careers but also appreciate ‘the 

country’ for its openness and transparency .  When  

on vacation Michael finds ‘his’ coffee shop and frequents it 

each day chatting with the locals and getting the pulse on 

their new temporary home .  They feel safe roaming around 

and discovering new things .

Ling and Michael’s Travel Log:

• Shaw Woods Lookout Point

• Fulton’s Pancake House & Sugar Bush

• Puppets Up!

• Bonnieview Inn

Ling and    
 Michael. 

Meet
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Persona Type: Wandering mind
 (nourishing the soul)

Visitor Expectation: They are eager to experience things 

that allow them to feed their innate curiosity to learn, grow 

and discover something – like new knowledge, skill, or a 

chance to pursue a developing passion .

OHTO Promise: To highlight the many educational, cultural 

and historical experiences in the region, including the truly 

wonderful opportunities to learn from nature, and spotlight the 

uniqueness of these discoveries that can only be found in 

Ontario’s Highlands .

Profile Statement: I wander with a desire to feed my 

curiosity, to follow my passions, and to grow from my 

discoveries . I strive to challenge myself and expand my mind 

by unearthing the history and culture of a region, exploring the natural environment, or 

learning a new skill . I want to see everyday things in new ways, to gain perspective and 

see the world through new eyes . 

Experiences:

  Creative cruiser

• Art retreats/workshops

• Hands-on workshops like glassblowing and pottery making

• Museums & galleries

• Hands on learning & art workshops

• Discovering nature

• Uncovering history and culture

• Digging for hidden gems
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Paxton (34) works at Mini Downtown, and Petal (36) runs a 

small vintage furniture store in the small town of Bolton just 

north of Brampton .  They just purchased an historic home 

that needs to be renovated in Bolton and Paxton 

commutes to work .  They love their lives and have no 

intention of having kids .  Each night they have late 

suppers, drink a decent glass of wine, and prepare for the 

next day ahead .  Paxton sometimes practices the guitar, 

and Petal scans Kijiji for her next find for her store .  They do 

2 big trips abroad each year checking off their lists, and 

spend the rest of the time on short overnights as Petal can 

escape the store . They travel to feed their creative curiosity 

and to learn about the heritage and culture of the 

destination they’re visiting .

Paxton and Petal’s Travel Log:

• Farmtown Park

• Barry’s Bay Railway Station  
(South of 60 Art Centre & Water Tower Park)

• Bonnechere Caves

• AquaRose Gems & Minerals

• Artech Glassblowing Studios

• Earth & Fire Pottery

• Wild Edibles

• Matheson House

• Mississippi Valley Textile Museum

• Rail’s End Gallery

• Railway Museum of Eastern Ontario

• Abbey Gardens

Paxton 
  and Petal. 

Meet


